Dyneins are ATP-fueled macromolecular machines that power all minus-end microtubule-based transport processes of molecular cargo within eukaryotic cells and play essential roles in a wide variety of cellular functions. These complex and fascinating motors have been the target of countless structural and biophysical studies. These investigations have elucidated the mechanism of ATP-driven force production and have helped unravel the conformational rearrangements associated with the dynein mechanochemical cycle. However, despite decades of research, it remains unknown how these molecular motions are harnessed to power massive cellular reorganization and what are the regulatory mechanisms that drive these processes. Recent advancements in electron tomography imaging have enabled researchers to visualize dynein motors in their transport environment with unprecedented detail and have led to exciting discoveries regarding dynein motor function and regulation. In this review, we will highlight how these recent structural studies have fundamentally propelled our understanding of the dynein motor and have revealed some unexpected, unifying mechanisms of regulation.

Dynein microtubule motor proteins are molecular engines responsible for a vast array of force-producing functions in eukaryotic cells, including intracellular transport, flagellar assembly, and cellular motility. The dynein superfamily is broadly divided into two main categories: axonemal dyneins and cytoplasmic dyneins. The cytoplasmic dyneins can be further categorized into intraflagellar transport (IFT) dyneins and intracellular cytoplasmic dyneins (referred to hereafter as cytoplasmic dyneins), reflecting their involvement in disparate cellular functions. The importance of dynein motors is underscored by the plethora of human diseases associated with impairments to dynein function, including neurodegenerative diseases and ciliopathies (1–3).

All members of the dynein superfamily contain a large (over 4000 residues) subunit known as the dynein heavy chain. This massive polypeptide incorporates several conserved structural features that are fundamental to dynein function, the most salient of which is the AAA+ (ATPases associated with various cellular activities) domain. This multidomain structure harnesses the chemical energy of ATP hydrolysis to drive conformational rearrangements within the motor, giving rise to the unidirectional mechanical forces along microtubules that are used to perform a wide variety of cellular functions (Fig. 1). Although the motor domain has been extensively characterized through genetic, biochemical, and biophysical studies (4–20), the remaining portion of the dynein heavy chain, which is referred to as the tail domain, is much less characterized, partly because the tail is the most variable portion of the dynein heavy chain between different dynein subtypes. However, it has been established that the tail can facilitate dynein multimerization, and it serves as a platform for the association of dynein accessory subunits (21–23).

Despite the essential role that dynein plays in a diverse variety of cellular processes and the pathologies of several diseases, the precise molecular mechanisms responsible for dynein motility on microtubules, as well as the regulatory mechanisms that govern their spatiotemporal activity, remain largely unknown. Furthermore, although all dynein motors share a conserved motor domain, whether all members of the dynein superfamily operate by the same set of “rules” for achieving microtubule-based motility in their distinct subcellular environments and varying cellular functions remains unclear. Although the structural preservation of the motor domain indicates a conserved fundamental mechanochemical cycle (reviewed in Refs. 24–27), whether the conformational rearrangements are utilized for force production in the same manner across all dyneins remains an open question. Furthermore, it remains to be seen whether the dynein tail, which has become diversified through evolution to accommodate interaction with diverse components, retains functional and/or regulatory commonalities. Recent advances in EM have enabled researchers to begin probing such questions, such that unifying mechanistic principles that govern all forms of dyneins are beginning to emerge. Continued advances in specimen preparation, data acquisition, and image processing for in situ cryo-EM analyses provide an exciting avenue toward a complete mechanistic understanding of these fascinating cellular motors.
Dynein structure: a brief historical prospective

Structure-based techniques have been integral to the study of dynein motors since the initial discovery of dynein by Gibbons and Grimstone in 1960 (28) (Fig. 2), with the first fundamental insights into dynein motor composition arising from EM studies in which chemical fixation combined with deep-etch rotary shadowing or negative stain sample preparation procedures were used to generate two-dimensional snapshots of dynein molecules within their in situ or in vitro reconstituted transport environment (Fig. 2A) (29–36). These imaging modalities provided the necessary cellular in situ context to understand the overall architecture of dynein molecules (as indicated by green stars in Fig. 2) and demonstrated that all dynein motors share a common overall morphology, consisting of a flexible tail domain connected to a globular motor domain that terminates with a thin “stalk” that interacts with an associated microtubule (4, 31, 33, 34).

While these early studies greatly informed on the overall architecture of dyneins, the limited resolution of these techniques precluded detailed insights into the atomic-level mechanisms of microtubule-based motility (as indicated by blue stars in Fig. 2). Thus, researchers focused on purifying portions of the dynein molecule, leading to the first three-dimensional structures of the motor domain, revealing how the six concatenated AAA+ domains are organized into a ring-like structure (Fig. 2B) (5, 7, 8, 10, 14). Later, these robust purification strategies were also utilized in crystallographic studies to solve high-resolution structures of the dynein motor domain in the presence of different nucleotides, producing a burst of insights into the mecanochemical cycle of the dynein motor (Fig. 2C) (11–13, 35).

Figure 1. Domain architecture of the dynein heavy chain. A, schematic of the dynein heavy chain domain architecture with individual components colored and labeled, including the N-terminal tail, the linker, six AAA+ domains (AAA1–AAA6), stalk, microtubule-binding domain, and the C-terminal domain. B, cartoon representation of the dynein heavy chain bound to a microtubule (green) and oriented for transport toward the slow-growing, minus-end of the microtubule. Dynein heavy-chain domains are labeled and colored according to the schematic in A.
Crystal structures of the motor domain in different conformational states showed how ATP binding and hydrolysis gave rise to large-scale rearrangements of the motor domain, with motions transmitted through the stalk to alter the binding affinity of the microtubule-binding domain. Recently, advancements in the field of single particle room temperature and cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) have enabled researchers to determine the high-resolution structures of larger multicomponent complexes that are recalcitrant to crystallization, providing structural details on several of the regulatory mechanisms of dynein function (Fig. 2D) (15, 17, 18, 37–39). Although advances in single particle cryo-EM are enabling the structure determination of increasingly larger and conformationally heterogeneous complexes, the extreme conformational heterogeneity of the flexible dynein complexes has impeded high-resolution single particle cryo-EM analyses of fully-assembled dynein motor protein complexes. Therefore, many unanswered questions regarding how these complexes are regulated to perform their essential cellular functions remain.

A related imaging technique called cryo-electron tomography (reviewed in Refs. 40, 41) occupies its own unique niche within the structural biology toolkit as the only technique capable of overcoming some of these fundamental challenges to structural visualization of dynein complexes, and it offers the exciting possibility to combine high-resolution structural analysis with cellular context, thereby bridging a fundamental gap within the dynein structural biology continuum (Fig. 2E). This imaging technique produces a three-dimensional volume, known as a tomogram, from a series of two-dimensional projection images generated by incremental tilting of the frozen-hydrated sample during imaging in a transmission electron microscope, thereby generating 3D representations of unique, heterogeneous cellular structures. Individual protein complexes present within the 3D tomograms can be computationally extracted and aligned using an image-processing technique.
Tomography and subtomogram averaging have been applied previously to visualize axonemal dynein motors, and the axonemal dynein field has benefited immensely from these structure–function studies. Over the past 15 years, the overall organization of the many axonemal dynein components and their regulatory cofactors has been mostly established (19, 44–49). Axonemal dynein is an ideal sample for cryo-electron tomographic approaches because a single flagellum or cilium can be readily purified, vitrified, tomographically imaged, and reconstructed. Furthermore, the presence of thousands of individual axonemal dynein motors within a single flagellum renders the sample ideal for subtomogram averaging to produce higher-resolution structures of axonemal dynein motors within their native environment. As a result, insights such as the complete ultrastructural organization of axonemal dynein subunits and a detailed powerstroke mechanism utilized by axonemal dynein motors to produce force on microtubules during ATP hydrolysis cycle have been proposed (19). However, there has been a notable lack of the same types of structure–function analysis of the other members of the dynein superfamily, and therefore, it is unclear whether the mechanistic insights gleaned from these studies on axonemal dynein motors can be applied to other members of the dynein superfamily. By recognizing structural similarities among the different dynein motors, we can develop testable hypotheses of dynein function and regulation, based on previously determined characteristics of axonemal dyneins (i.e., testing whether the powerstroke mechanism utilized by axonemal dyneins applies to cytoplasmic dyneins).

Within the past 2 years, cryo-electron tomography approaches have been applied to all members of the dynein superfamily, including the cytoplasmic and IFT dyneins, as groups have developed and utilized advanced tomography imaging and processing approaches to provide unprecedented views of dynein motors functioning in the context of their complex cellular microenvironment. Collectively, these structural analyses have led to paradigm-shifting views within the dynein motor field regarding the regulation and function of these fascinating motor proteins, and they provide compelling structural evidence that common mechanistic principles underlie the function of all dynein motors, despite their role in distinct cellular functions. This review provides an overview of these exciting recent studies and discusses how structures solved by electron tomography have revealed fundamental properties and commonalities that unite all members of the dynein motor protein family.

**Tomographic characterization of three distinct dynein-based systems**

**Axonemal dyneins**

Specialized, protruding, and membrane-bound organelles known as cilia are involved in several important functions such as cell signaling and cellular motility. These two distinct types of cilia are referred to as primary and secondary (or motile) cilia (also known as flagella), respectively. The fundamental core unit of both types of cilia is the axoneme, which comprises nine acetylated doublet microtubules arranged in a radial, ring-like pattern that emanates from a “basal body” organelle at the base of the flagellum. Reflective of their distinct functions, motile cilia or flagella (hereafter referred to simply as flagella) contain additional force-producing structures that power cell motility and fluid flow (Fig. 3A). These include a central pair of singlet microtubules that are connected to the radially distributed doublet microtubules through “radial spoke” proteins (Fig. 3B). Notably, thousands of individual dynein motors, collectively called axonemal dynein motors, line the microtubule doublets to establish a powerful interdoublet network (29, 30, 32, 35, 50).

There are many distinct axonemal dynein isoforms whose activities are spatiotemporally regulated to differentially contribute to flagellar beating (51–54). However, these axonemal dyneins are generally categorized as inner-arm and outer-arm dyneins, reflecting their location relative to the central microtubule pair of microtubules within the axoneme (Fig. 3, B and C). Both categories of motors assemble into two distinct rows along the length of the axoneme such that their tail domain associates with the 13-protofilament A-tubule of one microtubule doublet, and their microtubule-binding domain associates with the 10-protofilament B-tubule of the adjacent doublet (Fig. 3, B and C). This cross-bridging pattern of dynein complexes across neighboring microtubule doublets is repeated throughout the length of the axoneme. Upon ATP hydrolysis, axonemal dyneins undergo conformational changes that produce a shear force on the B-tubule relative to the A-tubule, resulting in a sliding of adjacent microtubule doublets relative to one another (55–63). Decades ago, Wais-Steider and Satir (64) proposed a mechanism to explain how dynein-mediated microtubule sliding leads to the observed oscillatory, sinusoidal waveform (Fig. 3A) of beating of flagellum. The “switch point” mechanism proposed that the default conformation of axonemal dyneins was “inactive,” and the activities of thousands of dyneins must be tightly regulated such that a bend is induced when a subset of dyneins restricted to a certain region of the axoneme become “active.” A reversal in bend direction would require a “switch” in the population of dyneins that are “active” to the corresponding opposite side of the axoneme (64).

Recently, Lin and Nicastro (65) tested the switch-point hypothesis by using cryo-electron tomography to image the flagellum of a sea urchin sperm that had been actively swimming at the moment of vitrification. Although these tomograms contain a wealth of information regarding the conformational state of thousands of axonemal dyneins, the signal-to-noise is too low to elucidate the fine structural details of individual dynein molecules. Therefore, to determine the precise structural identity and position of distinct conformational states, the authors divided the tomograms of the undulating flagellum into smaller tomograms (sub-volumes), and they used a classification algorithm to sort and align axonemal dyneins exhibiting similar structural or conformational states into distinct 3D classes. Lin and Nicastro (65) found that the majority of the axonemal dynein motors adopted a conformation wherein the AAA+ motor domain ring was rotated relative to the linker domain, and the microtubule-binding domain was detached...
from the microtubule (Fig. 3D). The observed angle of the linker domain relative to the stalk domain was consistent with the “pre-power stroke” state previously described in high-resolution studies of the dynein motor (27). Because this dynein organization is representative of an ATP hydrolysis-competent motor that is “primed” for force-producing motions, the authors classify this conformation as an “active” state. The authors also identified a smaller subset (~6%) of dynein motors adopting conformations in which the microtubule binding domain was not resolved, but the motor domains were reminiscent of previously characterized “post-powerstroke” state (Fig. 3E). This indicated that these motors had completed the ATP hydrolysis cycle, including release of ADP and phosphate, leaving an unoccupied nucleotide-binding pocket within the AAA+ motor. The authors classify this conformation as an “inactive” state. Previous structural studies from Nicastro and co-workers (19) demonstrate that these diverse conformational states represent a direct readout of functional activity state (i.e.
active versus inactive) of dynein cycling through the force-producing mechanochemical cycle. However, it should be noted that the “inactive” state is not the same “ϕ-particle” inactive state that has been previously described for cytoplasmic dyneins (see below).

By mapping the location of subvolumes that comprise each 3D class to their original position within the 3D tomogram of the undulating flagellum, the authors revealed the conformational landscape and spatial distribution of “active” versus “inactive” axonemal dyneins relative to the positions of the sinusoidal axoneme. In contrast to previous switch-point dynein activation models, the authors unexpectedly discovered that the majority of outer-arm dyneins throughout the axoneme exhibit an “active” conformation (Fig. 3, B–D, purple), and only a small population of dyneins adopt “inactive” conformations (Fig. 3, B, C, and E, pink). The positions of these “inactive” dyneins correlate to the curvature of the sinusoidal flagellum, such that all microtubule doublets within the straight regions contain “active” dyneins, whereas the “inactive” dyneins are located on the inner concave side of the curved, beating flagellum (Fig. 3). Interestingly, within the “transition” zones, or regions of the flagellum that lie between straight and bent regions, all outer-arm dyneins adopt an “active” state, whereas a subset of the inner-arm dyneins are inactive (Fig. 3, B and C, middle panel). This suggests that an inhibitory signal may be primarily sensed by the inner-arm dyneins prior to the corresponding outer-arm dyneins as a means of initiating inactivation and subsequent flagellar bending (65). Collectively, these results defy the fundamental assumptions of the previously proposed “switch point” model of axonemal dynein regulation by demonstrating that the precise inactivation, rather than activation, of a subset of dynein molecules leads to the formation of a sinusoidal waveform that powers the motility of eukaryotic flagella. Future biochemical, structural, and functional assays are required to determine the precise identity and origin of the inhibitory signal that propagates along the length of the axoneme to regulate the dynein activity state during flagellar beating.

**IFT dyneins**

To sustain long-range eukaryotic cell motility, the assembly and upkeep of these specialized flagellar organelles are maintained in a process known as intraflagellar transport (IFT) (Fig. 4). The same microtubule doublets that harbor thousands of axonemal dyneins also serve as the roadways for cytoplasmic dynein-2 (referred to here as IFT dynein) and kinesin-II (IFT kinesin) motors, which assemble into large multiprotein assemblies called IFT “trains” that transport vital factors necessary for flagellar formation, maintenance, and function (Fig. 4, B and C) (36, 66–72)

In contrast to dynein motors, which move toward the structurally and chemically-distinct minus-end of the microtubule, kinesin proteins are microtubule plus-end–directed motors that move along the microtubule in the opposite direction (Fig. 4, B and C). This directional transport of molecular cargo by dynein and kinesin motors is called retrograde and anterograde transport, respectively. Notably, kinesin and dynein motors are structurally distinct, as kinesin motors contain a conserved G-protein domain fold in their motor domain, in contrast to the conserved AAA+ motor domain of dynein motors (25, 73). Reflective of these structural differences, kinesin motors utilize a “hand–over–hand” mechanism for microtubule-based transport that is fundamentally distinct from dynein (74, 75).

Axonemal microtubule doublets are oriented such that their minus-ends remain anchored to the basal body, and their plus-ends orient toward the distal tip, setting up an elegant transport system in which cellular cargos necessary for flagellar elongations are transported away from the cellular cytoplasm by anterograde IFT kinesin-driven trains, and conversely, distal flagellar signals are propagated back by retrograde IFT dynein-driven trains (76–78). Interestingly, anterograde IFT trains contain both opposite-polarity IFT kinesin and dynein motors (79), yet they exhibit highly robust, efficient, and processive movement along the axoneme, without significant stalling, collision, or “tug–of–war” events, as defined by rapid, bidirectional reversals in the direction of motility (67, 80–82).

In 2016, Stepanek and Pigino (83) sought to investigate how this highly coordinated, dynamic transport behavior was achieved, and developed a novel, time-resolved correlative light and EM approach to investigate this system (84). This combinational approach took advantage of the two most powerful aspects of the respective imaging techniques: temporal resolution attained from total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy with spatial resolution provided by electron tomography (Fig. 2E). *Chlamydomonas* cells expressing GFP-labeled IFT trains within their highly elongated and projecting motile flagellum were immobilized within a specialized imaging chamber, and TIRF microscopy was used to generate kymographs that reported on the motility behavior of IFT trains before, during, and after cross-linking glutaraldehyde fixative is added to the imaging chamber, which effectively halted or arrested movement at a particular moment in time. Next, the same cell was imaged by electron tomography, thus yielding a detailed ultrastructural overview of the entire flagellum at the moment of fixation (72, 83, 85). By unambiguously mapping the positions of the IFT trains within the 3D tomogram back to their positions at the time of fixation within the TIRF kymographs, the authors discovered that all IFT trains moving in the anterograde direction immediately prior to fixation were associated with the B-tubule, and conversely, all retrograde IFT trains were consistently associated with the A-tubule (Fig. 4, B–D) (83). These results suggest that the mechanism by which IFT trains avoid collisions or “traffic jams” is through the utilization of structurally distinct tracks along the microtubule doublet during dynamic IFT. Although it still remains unclear how specificity for A-tubule versus B-tubules is achieved among IFT motors, it is possible that either the distinct geometry of the microtubule lattice or differential post-translational modifications (86–88) may contribute to selective structural and chemical preference of IFT kinesin and dynein motors (89, 90).

Although these results explained how collisions between anterograde and retrograde IFT trains are likely prevented, it remains unclear how IFT trains with bound IFT kinesin and dynein motors exhibit fast, directed movements that are devoid of “tug–of–war” motility properties (67, 81, 82). Negative stain EM structures of reconstituted IFT motor trains stably attached
to a DNA origami chassis revealed that, during anterograde IFT motility, IFT dynein motors adopt a conformation that resembles the previously-described, auto-inhibited “φ-particle” conformation (34, 39, 91, 92). In this conformation, the motor domains within the dynein homodimer are tightly stacked and rotated such that their respective linker domains contact one another, and the coiled-coil helices of the stalk are organized so that the microtubule-binding domain adopts a low-affinity state for the microtubule. Thus, by preventing microtubule association and subsequent translocation, these inactivated dynein motors become passive cargo on anterograde IFT trains, rather than opposing entities engaged in a tug-of-war with their kinesin counterparts. Recently, this model was confirmed in situ using a combination of cryo-electron tomography and subtomogram averaging approaches, demonstrating that IFT dynein motors adopt an auto-inhibited, φ-particle conformation with motor domains pointed toward the membrane in the direction opposite the corresponding B-tubule when associated.
with anterograde IFT trains (Fig. 4, B, C, and E) (93). Collectively, these results suggest that the processive motility behavior of anterograde IFT trains is achieved through two distinct mechanisms to prevent association of IFT dynein with the microtubule: an auto-inhibitory conformation and a spatial positioning of the motor domains toward the membrane. Future work to determine the structural organization of active IFT dyneins during retrograde transport will ultimately reveal the entire conformational landscape of the IFT dynein and how these motors carry out their dynamic transport functions during flagellar formation and maintenance.

**Intracellular cytoplasmic dyneins**

Whereas axonemal and IFT dyneins utilize their force-producing capabilities to perform highly-specific and specialized tasks within a subset of flagellum-containing eukaryotic cells, metazoan intracellular cytoplasmic dynein (referred to here as cytoplasmic dynein) is responsible for the minus-end directed microtubule transport of nearly every type of molecular cargo within the intracellular transport network for all eukaryotic cells (Fig. 5). This includes the transport of mitochondria (94, 95), endosomes (96, 97), lysosomes (98), phagosomes (99), melanosomes (100, 101), peroxisomes (102), proteasomes (103), lipid droplets (104), viruses (105, 106), Golgi vesicles (107), centrosomes (108), transcription factors (109), neurofilaments (110), and mRNAs (111). In addition to its vital role during intracellular transport, cytoplasmic dynein is essential for successful completion of mitosis, as it functions to position the mitotic spindle apparatus, regulate the spindle assembly checkpoint, and promote the disassembly of the nuclear envelope (112, 113).

Unlike axonemal and IFT dyneins, which are readily identifiable within the confines of their flagellar microenvironment, accurately localizing individual cytoplasmic dynein molecules among the comparably larger and congested cytoplasmic landscape is extremely difficult using current imaging modalities, and to date the molecular ultrastructure of individual cytoplasmic dynein complexes has yet to be visualized in situ. This notable lack of structural information leaves many unanswered questions regarding the fundamental motile properties of cytoplasmic dynein, including the mechanisms by which cytoplasmic dynein is conformationally regulated to prevent wasteful ATP hydrolysis when dissociated from molecular cargo, and then subsequently activated for long-range (processive) microtubule-based transport of a wide variety of cellular cargo. Without a direct structural comparison, it is not possible to test whether some of the structure–function relationships that have been previously elucidated for the other dynein motors are relevant to or conserved in cytoplasmic dynein motors.

Nonetheless, to address some of these fundamental questions, previous studies have relied on complementary structural, biophysical, and biochemical approaches, as well as in vitro motility assays, to study purified cytoplasmic dynein motors within reconstituted transport environments. From these studies, it was demonstrated that isolated cytoplasmic dynein motors that are not attached to cargo can adopt an autoinhibited, $\phi$-particle conformation similar to what is observed for IFT dyneins, wherein the motor domains adopt a stacked configuration to limit ATP hydrolysis, microtubule binding, and translocation (Fig. 5, B–D) (34, 39, 91). To initiate microtubule binding and subsequent translocation, it was shown previously that cytoplasmic dynein must be “activated” through the association of two additional cofactors—a large multisubunit complex named dynactin and any of a class of known “cargo adaptor” proteins (37, 38, 114, 115). The dynactin complex plays a well-established role in nearly every facet of cytoplasmic dynein function, including intracellular cargo transport and mitosis (116–122).

Cargo adaptor proteins, however, were originally categorized as a group of coiled-coil proteins whose primary role was attaching dynein–dynactin complexes to the membrane of cellular cargo. For example, the cargo adaptor protein, bicaudalD, attaches dynein–dynactin complexes to the membrane of Rab6-containing vesicles (124–127), whereas Hook3 adaptor proteins connect dynein–dynactin to endosomal membranes (128, 129). Only within the past several years have in vitro motility assays shown that these cargo adaptors are not simply passive tethers between motors and cargo, but they appear to play a fundamental role in dynein activity, serving as molecular switches that conformationally induce highly robust, long-range or ultra-processive movement along microtubules (114, 115).

Despite these findings, the precise molecular details of this activation mechanism remained unclear due to a lack of structural information. Furthermore, in addition to mechanisms of processivity, another fundamental question regarding cytoplasmic dynein function centered on how a single isoform of the cytoplasmic dynein motor was able to accommodate the wide range of cellular cargoes associated with an enormous variety of cellular tasks, from large tubular mitochondria to small, packaged mRNAs. How this single motor could be fine-tuned to match the transport demands, including force-bearing load and transport velocity, of such diverse cargo remained an unsolved mystery.

To overcome some of these experimental challenges and to address these questions, our group developed a method to purify cytoplasmic dynein–dynactin–BICD (DDB) complexes stably bound to microtubules from mouse brain lysate in an effort to recapitulate a near-native transport environment (37), and our group performed cryo-electron tomography and subtomogram averaging to provide the first visualization of the 3D architecture of the entire intact microtubule-bound DDB complex (Fig. 5E) (130). Initially, the available subtomogram averaging strategies were unsuccessful in producing a 3D structure of this extremely heterogeneous, flexible motile complex sample, so we developed a guided subtomogram averaging approach, designed to facilitate the initial alignment of microtubule-bound DDB complexes, and further refined the structure using a series of 3D binary ellipsoid “masks” to help to restrict the alignment to smaller regions of the dynamic complex, thus producing well-aligned structures of portions of the complex that were combined to produce the final composite structure of the DDB–microtubule complex (Fig. 5E).

Surprisingly, our structure revealed the presence of two complete dimeric dynein densities bound to dynactin–BICD, with all four motor domains aligned longitudinally along adjacent protofilaments of the microtubule lattice (Fig. 5, B, C, and E).
This was unexpected because the DDB complex was previously characterized as containing one dynein molecule per dynactin–BICD (37, 38, 114, 115). To determine whether this 2:1 stoichiometry is specific to BICD or a conserved mechanism utilized by other processivity-inducing cargo adaptors, we performed similar purification, imaging, and data processing strategies to solve the first 3D structure of microtubule-bound dynein–dynactin–Hook3 complexes (DDH–microtubule) (130). Strikingly, the DDH–microtubule complex also contains two complete dimeric dynein complexes bound to dynactin–Hook3, suggesting that the recruitment of two complete dimeric cytoplasmic dynein molecules is a conserved mechanism utilized by dynactin and cargo adaptors to induce dynein activation and motility. Collectively, these results suggest that the dynactin–cargo adaptor complex serves as a stable “scaffold” to simultaneously attach multiple dynein complexes and stabilize or anchor dynein’s otherwise flexible tail domains. Additionally, these structures suggested that spatially constraining the tail.
domains through interactions with dynactin restricts the flexibility of the motor domains, such that they are more readily positioned for efficient, fast, and unidirectional motility on the microtubule surface. The presence of multiple motor domains within one dynactin–cargo–adaptor scaffold may reduce the probability of complex dissociation from the microtubule, as well as promote collective motor force production.

In agreement with these results, Carter and co-workers (131) used single particle cryo-EM to confirm the recruitment of two dynein tail domains to dynactin by cargo adaptors BICD2 and HOOK3. Interestingly, the authors showed with light microscopy that transport occurred in complexes containing a single dynein dimer, suggesting that there is some variability in the number of dynein molecules recruited to the dynactin–cargo adaptor complex. Although this is somewhat contradictory to our data that consistently (97%) showed two dyneins attached to the dynactin–cargo adaptor complexes, species-specific differences in the source of purified motor protein complexes, the presence of polymerized microtubules, and/or the use of the nonhydrolyzable ATP analog AMPPNP in our structural analysis may have promoted the recruitment of multiple dyneins to the dynactin–cargo adaptor complex. Collectively, these results suggest that there may be additional regulatory mechanisms that influence the stoichiometry of dynein bound to dynactin–cargo adaptor complexes. Intriguingly, Carter and co-workers (131) further demonstrated that the recruitment of a second dimeric cytoplasmic dynein complex leads to increased velocity and force production as compared with those complexes that recruit a single dynein dimer, suggesting that the dynein transport system may be fine-tunable depending on the type of cargo. This may also explain how a single cytoplasmic dynein isoform is able to transport a diverse array of cellular cargoes with differential velocities and load-bearing intracellular transport demands.

Future structural, biochemical, and motility assays are required to determine the mechanisms by which multiple dynein motors bound to the same dynactin–cargo adaptor complexes coordinate motor domain activity during processive transport of cellular cargo. As a dynamic motor, there are many other states within the mechanochemical cycle that will need to be investigated further to fully understand how these co-factors promote processive motility and to determine the precise “stepping patterns” of the individual motors within these massive assemblies. Additionally, the mechanisms and allostery through which cytoplasmic dynein and kinesin communicate to influence activity during bidirectional transport still remain unknown. It is possible that the conformational changes observed in IFT dynein are also utilized as a regulatory mechanism by cytoplasmic dynein, although further structural studies are needed to confirm such a mechanistic conservation. Finally, cytoplasmic dynein complexes have yet to be observed in situ, and future structural studies will likely depend on the development of sophisticated labeling and image-processing techniques to identify cytoplasmic dynein within the crowded cellular environment.

**Emerging commonalities among dynein motors**

Despite their conserved dynein heavy chain structure and mechanochemical cycle (24, 25), the three main groups of dynein motors (axonemal, IFT, and intracellular cytoplasmic dynein) tend to be investigated and considered as distinct entities within the dynein motor field. However, as additional structures of these dynamic transport systems are solved in the context of their native or near-native transport environment by tomography and subtomogram averaging (65, 83, 93, 130), structural and mechanistic commonalities are beginning to emerge (Fig. 6). Collectively, these studies suggest that all dynein motors may be equipped with fundamental core properties upon which evolution has layered context-specific regulations to endow dyneins with specialized functions. Whereas robust experimentation will be required to determine whether specific regulatory modalities are conserved across all members of the dynein superfamily, we propose that a recognition of the fundamental similarities shared by dynein motors will guide and facilitate the development of testable experimental models and predictions for dynein motor regulation and function, thereby benefitting and advancing the collective dynein motor field. Below, we outline the four unifying mechanisms of regulation that we see emerging within the dynein motor field.

**Anchoring of tail domain to promote a propensity for forward, minus-end directed motility**

It was previously hypothesized that the dynein motor subtypes may operate under a consistent mechanism across different systems in the cell (axonemal, IFT, and cytoplasmic), but in the absence of structural evidence, it remained speculative (7). Comparing recent structures solved by subtomogram averaging of “active” axonemal and cytoplasmic dynein reveals striking similarities, including the overall spatial organization of the motor domains bound to the microtubule, as well as the overall morphology of the tail domain (19, 130). In both structures, the motor domains are oriented parallel to one another, directed toward the minus-end of the microtubule. The dynein tail domains, which are composed of a series of helical bundles, extend from the motor domains and extensively interact with one another before associating with an elongated filamentous structure. In the case of axonemal dynein, this filamentous structure is a microtubule doublet, whereas the actin-like Arp1 filament of dynactin serves this role in the case of cytoplasmic dynein. Although a detailed structure of retrograde IFT trains with active IFT dynein molecules has yet to be elucidated, slices through a 3D tomogram of these trains reveals the presence of broad, zig-zagging structures that appear to anchor multiple IFT dyneins, suggesting that tethering of the IFT dynein tail influences the orientation of the motor domains to adopt a configuration that may resemble axonemal and cytoplasmic dynein (93).

This conserved organization of axonemal and cytoplasmic dyneins appears to stabilize the otherwise flexible tail and motor domains of dynein, and it may be an essential configuration that promotes efficient microtubule-based movement of all dynein motors. The conformational similarities observed in diverse cellular contexts suggest that cytoplasmic and IFT
dynein utilize a mechanism that is similar to that used by axonemal dynein for minus-end directed motion (19). By associating the flexible tail domain of dynein with a scaffold—such as the A-tubule of the microtubule doublet for axonemal dynein, dynactin for cytoplasmic dynein, or the putative zig-zag structure of retrograde trains for IFT dynein—all dynein members confer an arrangement that orients the motor domains in a parallel position relative to the microtubule while accommodating the large-scale conformational changes associated with ATP hydrolysis in the motor domain ring that propel the microtubule-binding domain more effectively toward the microtubule minus-end. This model has been demonstrated in situ by tomography and subtomogram averaging to be the structural mechanism by which axonemal motors translocate along microtubules to accomplish flagellar motility, and cytoplasmic dynein can be recruited as pairs of dimers to a single dynactin–cargo adaptor scaffold to produce a more effective motor (130, 131). Both of these observations demonstrate a propensity for teamwork among multiple motors to drive intracellular transport of cytoplasmic cargo. Although a detailed structure of activated IFT dynein has not yet emerged from experimental data, 3D tomograms strongly suggest that multiple IFT dynein motors organize onto a single structure

Figure 6. Emerging commonalities among members of the dynein motor superfamily. Observed functional and regulatory similarities among dynein motors are represented by regions of overlap between colored circles. We propose all stated functions are shared, but current technological hurdles limit our current understanding of different facets of dynein regulation. We speculate that technology development will give rise to structural and biochemical studies that will confirm these unifying mechanisms for all members of the dynein superfamily.

Teamwork among multimotor assemblies

The direct observation that all members of the dynein protein family organize into multimotor assemblies suggests that collective movement as a “team” of motors may be an underlying mechanistic principle upon which additional structural features have evolved to carry out their diverse cellular functions. Thousands of axonemal dyneins arranged along the length and circumference of axonemal microtubules work together in a highly coordinated, regulated fashion to power flagellar motility, and cytoplasmic dynein can be recruited as pairs of dimers to a single dynactin–cargo adaptor scaffold to produce a more effective motor (130, 131). Both of these observations demonstrate a propensity for teamwork among multiple motors to drive intracellular transport of cytoplasmic cargo. Although a detailed structure of activated IFT dynein has not yet emerged from experimental data, 3D tomograms strongly suggest that multiple IFT dynein motors organize onto a single structure

**Axonemal dynein**

- Tethering of tail domain required for processive transport
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- Conformational rearrangements regulate motor activity
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- Inactivation by adoption of phi particle conformation
- Inactivation inhibited tug-of-war during bidirectional transport
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- Cofactor binding imparts processivity
- Inactivation by adoption of phi particle conformation

**Intraflagellar dynein**
scaffold (93), and therefore they are also likely to work collectively as part of IFT transport mechanism. In agreement with these results, previous work using a constructed DNA chassis to reconstitute an IFT train system showed that multimotor assemblies (~7 IFT dyneins) exhibit robust, processive minus-end motility, suggesting that teams of activated IFT dynein motors are also required for robust retrograde movement of IFT trains (92). Collectively, these results suggest that grouping multiple dynein motors together converts relatively weak individual dynein motors into large, fine-tunable, force-producing engines for cellular function (132, 133). Further investigation will be required to assess whether there are direct or indirect longitudinal interactions between dynein motors, and whether these interactions are directly mediated through structural rearrangements of dynein subunits and/or dependent on chemical modifications introduced by dynein regulatory proteins to coordinate this teamwork functionality.

**Microtubule subtype influences motor activity**

The microtubule tracks utilized by dynein motors can be heavily decorated with a myriad of post-translational modifications of α- and β-tubulin subunits, including tyrosination, acetylation, and glutamylation, which results in a diverse array of microtubule subtypes. These modifications can augment the structural integrity of microtubules (reviewed in Ref. (88), and numerous studies indicate that this microtubule diversity contributes to the differential regulation of dynein motor activity and subcellular localization. The microtubule C-terminal tails are the target of the vast majority of modifications, and in vitro reconstituted motility assays show that tail deletion reduces processivity of purified yeast cytoplasmic dynein, cytoplasmic dynein-coated beads, and mammalian DDB complexes along microtubules (90, 114, 134). Additionally, several studies specifically implicate C-terminal tail tyrosination as essential for mammalian cytoplasmic dynein motility, likely mediated through dynactin’s p150Glued subunit CAP–Gly domain, because in situ studies show that both DDB complexes and dynein-driven neuronal cargo selectively initiate transport on tyrosinated microtubules, rather than detyrosinated microtubules (135, 136). In contrast, the activity of axonemal dyneins appears to be regulated by C-terminal tail glutamylation, as the lack of polyglutamate chains on α-tubulin affects the function of axonemal inner-arm dyneins (137, 138). Interestingly, the acetylation of a single lysine residue on tubulin, located within the inner luminal surface of the microtubule, is required for efficient motility of *Chlamydomonas* axonemal outer-arm dyneins (139). It is unclear how a luminal microtubule modification could affect the activity of dynein motors translocating on the outer microtubule surface, and further investigation is needed to determine whether axonemal dyneins sense this modification through direct or indirect mechanisms. Recent CLEM studies from Sepanek and Pigino (83) demonstrate that the microtubule subtype may play a regulatory role in the specificity of IFT dynein motors for A-tubules over B-tubules. However, further studies are required to elucidate the precise molecular mechanisms responsible for this specificity and whether post-translational modifications on tubulin subunits play a direct role in IFT dynein motility. Regardless of the exact nature of these modifications, these studies collectively demonstrate that all members of the dynein motor superfamily can sense, either through direct or perhaps indirect mechanisms, diversity in cellular microtubule subtypes, which in turn profoundly affects motility and cellular function.

**Conformational rearrangements to regulate dynein activity**

Recent structural studies have revealed that all dynein motors can adopt distinct, structurally recognizable “active” and “inactive” conformations, suggesting that all motors are regulated by long-range structural rearrangements of dynein, which subsequently influences activity. For example, both IFT and cytoplasmic dyneins adopt the “ϕ-particle” conformation, wherein stacking of the AAA+ rings renders dynein motors incapable of microtubule binding and ATP hydrolysis (34, 39, 91–93). Specific molecular interactions between cytoplasmic dynein motors and cofactors are necessary to relieve this auto-inhibition and reorient the motor domains in an active conformation amenable for microtubule-based transport (Fig. 5) (37, 130). Because of the similarities observed in these two disparate systems, it is tempting to speculate that anterograde-directed transport that does not exhibit tug-of-war behavior requires cytoplasmic dynein to adopt an inactive ϕ conformation similar to that of IFT dynein. However, future structural and functional assays are required to test this possibility.

Whereas the ϕ-particle conformation has not yet been observed for axonemal dyneins, it is possible that axonemal dyneins may adopt the “ϕ-particle” conformation within the cytoplasm, prior to assembly of the axoneme structure (65, 146). However, further structural, biochemical, and cellular studies are required to test this hypothesis directly. Importantly, it is evident from a myriad of previous structures solved by subtomogram averaging that the activity of axonemal dyneins can be defined by the orientation of the dynein tail, AAA+ ring, stalk, and microtubule-binding domain relative to the corresponding B-tubule such that a small angle between the tail and stalk domain represents an “inactive” conformation, whereas a large angle between these structures represents an “active” conformation in which dynein is actively progressing through the force-producing mechanochemical cycle (27, 65). It will be interesting to test whether these conformations are functionally relevant to IFT and cytoplasmic dyneins during microtubule-based transport. Further structural, biochemical, and motility assay experiments are necessary to ultimately test whether these facets of dynein activity regulation can be applied to all members of the dynein motor superfamily.

**Cellular electron tomography: the future of dynein structure determination**

During the 5 decades since Gibbon and Grimstone’s initial discovery of dynein microtubule motor (28), the field has advanced significantly toward understanding the structure, function, and regulation of all members of the dynein motor protein family. Recent methodological improvements in the field of electron tomography have enabled researchers to visualize snapshots of dynamic dynein motor proteins within their respective transport environments, providing a structural con-
text for decades of biophysical and biochemical research on dynein regulation and function. However, much like a Russian nesting doll, as new mechanistic insights are unveiled, additional uncharted layers of fascinating complexity emerge, presenting further questions about the function and regulation of these diverse, force-producing engines.

Looking ahead, cryo-electron tomography holds the potential to become the principal high-resolution imaging technique in cell biology, and it is likely to fundamentally change the way in which researchers in the dynein motor protein field (and likely many biological fields) investigate these challenging, outstanding questions (Fig. 2F). For example, a technique called cryo-focused ion beam milling uses a focused beam of ions to remove large sections of frozen cells without devitrifying the sample to generate a single thin layer (lamella) of cellular material. This technique makes it possible to expose the organelles and macromolecular systems that are buried within regions of the eukaryotic cells that are too thick to image by traditional transmission EM (140). Imaged in the electron microscope, these lamellae are reminiscent of the microtomed sections of cells that led to the initial discovery of dynein (Fig. 2A), but are free of the dehydration and staining artifacts introduced by epoxy-embedding methodologies (141). By combining cryo-electron tomography data collection schemes with phase plate technology, which dramatically increases the phase contrast within EM images, researchers can image these thin lamellae to produce unprecedented views of the subcellular organization of thousands of macromolecules pristinely preserved with minimal perturbation to their native in situ structure (142–145). Furthermore, technological improvements to CLEM approaches offer the exciting promise of improving both the spatial and temporal correlation between complementary imaging modalities (reviewed in Ref. 123), setting the stage to combine dynamic, real-time, and live-cell fluorescence imaging with cryo-preserved, high-resolution cryo-electron tomography analyses. Given the inherent, dynamic functionality of motile dynein complexes, these combined cellular tomography approaches will likely dramatically improve our understanding of dynein motors, both in the context of cellular homeostasis and in dynein-associated disease pathology.
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